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Reasoning, and 2nd International Workshop on Learning and Nonmonotonic
Reasoning, held on September 27, 2015, in Lexington, USA.
The NLPAR Workshop received 3 submissions and the LNMR workshop received 2 submissions from different international institutions and research communities. Each submission was reviewed by 3 program committee members. The
committee decided to accept 3 papers. The program also includes 2 invited talks.
The organizing committee wants to thank the Workshop Chair of LPNMR,
Yuliya Lierler, and the Chairs of LPNMR, Victor Marek, Giovambattista Ianni,
and Mirek Truszczyński, for their support in embedding this workshop into the
LPNMR conference organization.
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Two Advances in the Implementations of
Extended Syllogistic Logics
Jason Hemann, Cameron Swords, and Lawrence S. Moss
{jhemann, cswords, lmoss}@indiana.edu
Indiana University, Bloomington

Abstract. Natural logics are of interest to both logicians and members
of the natural-language research community. They provide a means of
precisely reasoning about aspects of natural language in a way that is
computationally tractable, and akin to the process by which humans
reason in ordinary language. This paper takes as a target a reasonablysmall logic which support reasoning about “All”, “Some”, negated nouns,
relative clauses, and the “more X than Y ” operation of cardinality comparison. The importance of this logic is that it goes beyond first-order
logic, hence one cannot use off-the-shelf tools. This paper contains two
contributions to the implementation of this logic and others. First, it
mentions an implementation in Sage. The program builds proofs and
counter-models by one and the same algorithm. That is, the failure to
build a proof provides the data for a counter-model in an automatic
way. This abstract does not go into details on the algorithm, but a talk
on this includes a demo of the Sage program. Second, in a very different direction, we mention declarative implementations of a different
logic in this family, done in the miniKanren language. These implementations provide users with automated proof search, theorem generation,
and proof checking, and are designed to facilitate reuse in implementing
other natural logics.

1

Introduction

Logical syllogisms—arguments with deductive reasoning—have been the object
of study since at least Aristotle. More recently, these logical syllogisms become
the core of a series of natural logics [14], which aim to mirror the style of deductions people employ in everyday reasoning.
Though well-studied, there has been little work toward developing automated
tools for proof searches in natural logics. In the applications work that has been
undertaken [22,19,18,17,4,12,27,25], the implementations themselves have not
been the object of study; implementers have been content to use imperative
implementations, or rely on SAT solvers or tools like Prover9 and Sage. These
can provide powerful, performant tools for working with these logics. But, they
somewhat obscure the direct nature of the reasoning employed. A high-level,
declarative implementation of these logics, on the other hand, preserves and
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highlights the direct reasoning of these deduction systems in their implementations. This declarative approach also provides to be extensible and well-suited
for rapid prototyping.
We utilize the declarative language miniKanren to demonstrate this encoding
process for several logics, including a new logic for cardinality comparison of
atoms, from their proof-tree derivation rules. For each logic, we produce for
each a single tool that can be used for proof instantiation, proof derivation, and
automated theorem search from a list of premises. The full code may be found
at http://github.com/jasonhemann/natlogic. This paper proceeds as follows:
– Section 2 discusses the logic with cardinality comparison, and it shows examples of the Sage implementation.
– Section 3 serves as a brief primer to the miniKanren language and the cKanren implementation, embedded in Racket. It also describes the basic strategy
to encode natural logics as miniKanren programs, including premise representation, proof construction, and user invocation. We demonstrate this
approach by encoding A, the logic of ‘All”, in miniKanren.
– Section 4 describes a miniKanren implementation of a logic with cardinality
comparison.
– Section 5 discusses related work and concludes and describes potential future
work.

2

A Logic for Cardinality Comparison

We begin by introducing a logic for cardinality comparison on top of the basic
syllogistic logic, taken from [20]. Consider the following argument:
There are more students than professors at the party
There are more professors than deans at the party
There are more students than deans at the party

(1)

The conclusion follows from the premises. The intuition is that the transitivity
of more . . . than . . . is a basic feature of human reasoning, on a par with the
transitivity of all . . . are . . . that we see in the syllogistic rule (barbara). We
do not wish to formalize the argument in (1) by translating it into another logic
(for example, logical systems which incorporate natural numbers); the point is
that the general logical principles of the target systems are likely to be much
more complicated than necessary for this task.
Let us widen the discussion a little. In addition to more . . . than . . ., we also
find in language the weaker assertion there are at least as many . . . as . . .. Here
is another argument which we take to be valid:
There are at least as many rabbits as deer
There are more deer than goats
There are more rabbits than goats
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∀(n, p) ∀(p, q)
(barbara)
∀(n, q)

(axiom)

∀(p, p)

∃(p, q)
(some)
∃(p, p)

∃(q, p)
(conversion)
∃(p, q)

∃(p, n) ∀(n, q)
(darii)
∃(p, q)

∀(p, q) ∃≥ (p, q)
(card-mix)
∀(q, p)

∀(p, q)

(subset-size)

∃≥ (q, p)

∃(p, p) ∃≥ (q, p)
(card-∃)
∃(q, q)
∃> (n, p)

∃≥ (p, q)

∃> (n, q)

∃≥ (p, q)

ϕ

(more-left)

∃> (q, p)

∃≥ (n, p)

∃≥ (n, q)

∃> (p, q)
∃≥ (p, q)
∃≥ (n, p)

∃(p, q)

∃> (p, q)

(card-trans)

(more-at least)

∃> (p, q)

∃> (n, q)

(more-right)

(X)

∀(p, p)
(one)
∀(q, p)

∀(p, p)
(zero)
∀(p, q)
∀(q, p)

∃≥ (p, q)

(more)

∃> (p, q)
(more-some)
∃(p, q)

∃> (q, p)

(more-anti)

∀(p, q)
(anti)
∀(q, p)

∃≥ (p, q)

(card-anti)

∃(p, p) ∃≥ (q, q)
(int)
∃(q, q)

>

∃ (p, q)
≥

∃ (q, p)

∃≥ (p, p)
≥

∃≥ (q, q)

∃ (p, q)

∃≥ (p, p)

∃≥ (q, q)
∃(p, q)

(half)

∃(p, q)

∃> (p, p)
>

∃≥ (q, q)

∃ (p, q)

(strict half)

(maj)

Fig. 1. Rules for the cardinality logic. The rules for a smaller system, which lacks
complemented variables, are found above the line.
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And here is an argument of a different character:
All violas are stringed instruments
There are at least as many violas as stringed instruments
All stringed instruments are violas

(3)

A moment’s thought will convince the reader that this is valid, provided that
we are speaking of finite situations. In this paper we restrict attention to finite
universes, in order to obtain a logical system that we think of greater “human
interest” than the weaker logic that would result if we allowed infinite structures
and thus denied the validity of (3).
Finally, we make our logical language more expressive by allowing complementation of nouns. Here are some examples:
There are at least as many x as y
There are at least as many non-y as non-x
(4)
There are at least as many x as non-x
There are at least as many y as non-y
There are at least as many x as non-y
The first example just above shows an inference whose soundness depends on
the fact that we are looking at a finite universe. The second uses a property of
“half”: if the universe has N objects, the premises tell us that the xs are at least
N
N
N
2 in number. The ys number at least 2 , and so the non-ys number at most 2 .
Thus the xs number at least as much as the non-ys. The fact that we can do all
of this with cardinality comparison and complement makes this work interesting
and non-trivial.
The main result in [20] is a sound and complete logical system whose sentences are of the form All x are y, Some x are y, There are at least as many x as y,
and There are more x than y. Moreover, th logic does not involve translating the
cardinality assertions into any other language. The proof system is sound and
strongly complete: for a finite set Γ ∪ {ϕ} of sentences, ϕ is true in every model
of Γ if and only if there is a derivation of ϕ from Γ. This paper does not discuss
the completeness result at all but rather presents the implementation.
Formal System. Figure 1 presents the rules of the system in natural-deduction
format. The logic has sentences of the following forms:
–
–
–
–

∀(p, q) read as “all p are q”,
∃(p, q) read as “Some p are q”,
∃≥ (p, q) read as “there are at least as many p as q”,
∃> (p, q) read as “there are more p than q”

There are no connectives, and the overline symbol (p) on the variables is for
set complement. This logic induces a notion of models and precise definitions of
model satisfaction such that we may define what it means for a (finite) set of
sentences to semantically imply another sentence.
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Implementation. On the other hand, this paper is about the implementation.
The logical consequence has been implemented in Sage, and the implementation
is currently available on https://cloud.sagemath.com. (That is, it can be shared.)
The consequence relation may be computed in polynomial time. This should be a
little surprising, since the cardinality comparison machinery cannot be expressed
in first-order logic.
Example 1. One may enter:
assumptions= ['All non-a are b',
'There are more c than non-b',
'There are more non-c than non-b',
'There are at least as many non-d as d',
'There are at least as many c as non-c',
'There are at least as many non-d as non-a']
conclusion = 'All a are non-c'
follows(assumptions,conclusion)

The last line indicates that we are asking if a given conclusion follows from
a given list of six assumptions. Then the program returns, telling us that the
conclusion does not follow. And it produces a counter-model, a model where all
of the assumptions are true and the conclusion false.
Here is a counter-model.
We take the universe of the model to be {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
noun

semantics

complement

+------+--------------+--------------------+
a

{2, 3}

{0, 1, 4, 5}

b

{0, 1, 4, 5}

{2, 3}

c

{0, 2, 3}

{1, 4, 5}

d

{}

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

So it gives the semantics of a, b, c, and d as subsets of {0, . . . , 5}. Notice that
the assumptions are true in the model, but the conclusion is false. In the cases
that the conclusion did follow, the system would output a proof in our system.
Example 2. Here is an example of a derivation found by our implementation.
We ask whether the putative conclusion below really follows:
All non-x are x
Some non-y are z
There are more x than y
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The program returns the following result when we provide it the assumptions
listed above, asking for a profe that there are more x than y:
1

All

non-x

are

x

Assumption

2

All

y

are

x

One

3

All

non-x

are

x

Assumption

4

All

non-y

are

x

One

5

Some

non-y

are

z

Assumption

6

Some

non-y

are

non-y

Some

7

Some

non-y

are

x

Darii

8

Some

x

are

non-y

Conversion

9

There are more

x

than

y

More

1
3
5
4
2

6
7
8

While the proof is displayed as a list rather than a tree, it is merely a cosmetic
difference.
The advantage of working with a syllogistic system formulated using ex falso
quodlibet rather than reductio ad absurdum is that the proof search and the
counter-model generation are closely related. In a sense, they are both results of
the same algorithm. Moreover, the algorithm is efficient. That is, the question
of whether a sentence follows from a list of assumptions is in polynomial time.
Unfortunately, the implementation is obscuring: it is over 1500 lines of Sage
and ultimately relies on iteratively constructing all possible derivations from a
given set of assumptions. Moreover, this implementation is customized toward
dealing with the logic of relative cardinalities. These features are hardly ideal
when experimenting with a new logic.
To this end, we now turn our focus to miniKanren, a declarative programming language embedded in Racket, to demonstrate how it can be used to develop proof searches for natural logics. Unlike our Sage work, the miniKanren
implementation of this cardinality logic is concise, clear, and extensible. It is,
however, unable to generate counter-models and takes super-polynomial time:
the miniKanren approach is good for experimentation, but has sub-par performance.

3

Implementations in miniKanren

Our previous section discussed a Sage implementation of a single large logic
with distinct advantages in disadvantages. In its favor, the algorithm works in
polynomial time and includes counter-model generation along with proof search.
Unfortunately, the algorithm is highly specialized toward the logics and difficult
to explain (and thus eschewed in our presentation). In a different direction, we
present a generic way to build declarative implementations of syllogistic logics.
The key point is the genericity of the work: it is straightforward to construct
and experiment with proof searches for these logics in a declarative language. On
the other hand, these constructions are not as closely related to counter-model
search and the resultant encodings are less efficient than custom-constructed
algorithms.
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3.1 miniKanren: A Brief Introduction
miniKanren is a family of embedded, domain-specific relational (logic) programming languages [3,5,6,2,10,9]. Implementations come with a variety of constraints, the foremost of which is ==, an equality constraint implemented with
syntactic, first order unification. For this presentation, we use cKanren, an implementation of miniKanren embedded in Racket [7]. The cKanren implementation provides programmers with access to the entirety of the host language when
writing miniKanren programs1 and the ability to define their own constraints.
The run Interface. The primary interface to miniKanren is run, which takes
the maximal number of answers desired, an “output” variable—a variable with
respect to which the answer should be presented—and a sequence of goal expressions to achieve. Consider the following miniKanren program execution:
> (run 1 (q) (== q 3))
'(3)

Here, the 1 indicates we request at most one answer for the variable q. The
only constraint is the equality of q with 3. The output is always presented as a
list of results; this is the list contains only one result for q, the value 3. Consider
this second execution:
> (run 1 (q) (== 3 3))
'(_.0)

The list of results again contains only one element, this time _.0. The final
substitution for this program has no information regarding q, it is a fresh variable.
In the presentation of the answer, distinct fresh variables are written _.n, where
n is an index beginning at 0.
Getting fresh Variables. It is often useful to introduce auxiliary logic variables
as a part of writing a miniKanren program. In the example below, we wish to
assert the query variable is a pair; we introduce new variables a and d and use
them in a constraint:
> (run 1 (q) (fresh (a b) (== q `(,a . ,b))))
'((_.0 . _.1))

The fresh operator takes a list of identifiers and a sequence of goal expressions over which new variables are scoped. In this case, they are scoped over
a constraint equating q with a pair whose first element is the variable a and
whose second is the variable b. We rely on the host language’s term constructors to build miniKanren terms, destructuring must be performed with ==. New
variables are lexically scoped, so inner bindings shadows outer ones.
1

Except vectors, which are used in the implementation.
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Using conde for Non-deterministic Computation. The conde operator implements
a complete search (whose details are unimportant here) that allows us to simulate
a form of nondeterministic choice. It takes any number of clauses (lists of goal
expressions) and operates as though each clause were attempted independently.
> (run 3 (q) (conde
((fresh (a b) (== q `(,a . ,b))))
((== q 6))))
'(6 (_.0 . _.1))

We request 3 results, but receive only two: one from each conde clause.
miniKanren interleaves the search for results, and we are in general not guaranteed to receive the results in the order of their conde clauses.
Disequality Constraints. The miniKanren operator =/= implements disequality
constraints. Placing a disequality constraint on two terms already identical in
the current substitution causes failure, and if u and v are under a disequality
constraint, then a substitution extension that forces u and v to be syntactically
identical will also cause failure. Like the substitution, disequality constraints are
carried as part of the state and are indicated in the output:
> (run 1 (q) (=/= q 3))
'((_.0 (=/= ((_.0 3)))))

The variable q still has no binding in the ultimate substitution, and so it is
again presented as _.0, but we also mandate that _.0 not be 3. Our disequality
constraints, like the dif/2 of various Prologs, fail only when their arguments are
identical relative to the current substitution.
User-defined Constraints. We demonstrate an example of a user-defined cKanren
constraint below. We provide a name, and specify its criteria for satisfaction and
its interactions with other constraints. As part of the implementations we provide
a suite of pre-built constraints for defining these and other natural logics.
The un-atom constraint mandates that the term be a unary atom, which
for our purposes means a plural noun (e.g. “logicians”). We represent them as
symbols, and we require they not overlap with binary atoms (transitive verbs).
(define-attribute un-atom
#:satisfied-when symbol?
#:incompatible-attributes (number bin-literal bin-atom))

Adding constraints for atoms, literals, negated literals, etc., makes the resulting answers more legible and also groups together multiple answers by collapsing
the search space.
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3.2 Putting Things Together
A miniKanren program attempts to satisfy a number of goals in a given state,
which either succeed, returning a stream of one or more achieving states, or fail,
yielding an empty stream. Because cKanren is embedded in Racket, miniKanren
programmers have access to the entirety of Racket when writing miniKanren programs. As a result, relations can be defined globally and then invoked elsewhere,
as in the following example:
> (define (membero x l)
(fresh (a d)
(== l `(,a . ,d))
(conde
((== x a))
((=/= x a) (membero x d)))))

We globally define the binary relation membero, which holds when x is an
elements of a list l. In the program below, we demand q be such a list containing
'x, and we request three such elements.
> (run 3 (q) (membero 'x q))
'((x . _.0)
((_.0 x . _.1) (=/= ((_.0 x))))
((_.0 _.1 x . _.2) (=/= ((_.0 x)) ((_.1 x)))))

Furthermore, we can use Racket’s macro system to extend miniKanren with
additional syntactic operations, such as matche, a pattern matcher that will perform automatic fresh variable creation [13]. For example, consider the following
two definitions of relational append:
(define (appendo ls1 ls2 lout)
(conde
((== ls1 '())
(== ls2 lout))
((fresh (a d r)
(== ls1 `(,a . ,d))

(define (appendo ls1 ls2 lout)
(matche ls1
(()
(== ls2 lout))
((,a . ,d)
(fresh (r)

(== lout `(,a . ,r))

(== lout `(,a . ,r))

(appendo d ls2 r)))))

(appendo d ls2 r)))))

The left one creates a number of fresh variables and performs unification
against ls1 at each step. The right one performs the same operations with the
pattern matching tool matche, dispatching on the shape of ls1. This approach
allows us to avoid creating a number of additional variables and elide the unifications against ls1 in the program2 . This style of match-and-dispatch will prove
invaluable in rapidly constructing logical proof search.
2

These equations and fresh variables are created during macro expansion.
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3.3 A System for Logical Encoding
With this basic understanding of natural logics and miniKanren, we now proceed
with encoding natural logics in a generic and extensible way. We begin with A,
the logic of “All” relations [17,19,22,8], to demonstrate the general encoding
process. A uses three judgement rules: environmental lookup, (axiom), and
(barbara) from Figure 1. We use Γ to represent the set of premises.
These rules indicate that every object, or unary atom, p, is reflexively selfcontained, and the containment relation is transitive. To encode these rules in
miniKanren, we must build a relation that takes as arguments a theorem φ to
prove, some environment of premises, Γ, and, because we are writing a relation,
some proof tree output proof. The resultant procedure, presented in Figure 2,
uses miniKanren’s ==, conde, matche, and fresh as well as the aforementioned
parts of the host language.

1
2

(define (A φ Γ proof)
(matche φ

3

[(∀ ,a ,a) (== φ proof)] ;; Axiom

4

[,x (membero x Γ) (== proof `(,x in-Γ))]

5

[(∀ ,n ,q) ;; Barbara

6

;; Lookup

(fresh (p prim1 proof1 prim2 proof2)

7

(== `((,proof1 ,proof2) => ,φ) proof)

8

(== prim1 `(∀ ,n ,p))

9

(== prim2 `(∀ ,p ,q))

10

(A prim1 Γ proof1)

11

(A prim2 Γ proof2))]))

Fig. 2. A miniKanren implementation for A.

Our implementation operates over not-quite-English: like McAllester and Givan [15], we find it convenient to encode the premises provided as lists. We encode
“All” sentences as (∀ p q) instead of McAllester and Givan’s (All p q) structure:
Racket supports unicode so we can more closely match the format of the logical
rules.
This procedure is the entire encoding of A. We begin by matching against
the input φ and proceeding with three possibilities (one for each rule):
– The first, at line 3, asks if φ will unify with (∀ ,a ,a)—if we are stating that
“All a are a.” In this case, the proof follows trivially (by (axiom)), and thus
we unify the statement with the proof tree output.
– The second, at line 4, matches generically against any φ and then checks if
that φ is a member of Γ. If it is, we unify the proof tree with a list denoting
the entailment.
– The third, on lines 6–11, encodes the transitivity rule (barbara) of A. We
introduce five fresh variables:
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- p, the intermediary atom in the term
- prim1 and prim2, which represent (∀ ,n ,p) and (∀ ,p ,q) respectively
- proof1 and proof2, which indicate the proof terms for (∀ ,n ,p) and
(∀ ,p ,q) respectively
Finally, we invoke A to recursively build proofs for (∀ ,n ,p) and (∀ ,p ,q),
passing in the appropriate proof variables in each case.

4

Cardinality Logic in miniKanren

With these tools in mind, we implement the cardinality object from Figure 1 in
miniKanren. The first half (above the line in Figure 1) is given in Figure 3.
Similar to the preceding examples, the Racket function card implements a
miniKanren relation that describes when that relationship holds between its
inputs, and each matche clause of the card relation corresponds to a rule of
Figure 1.
For larger logics such card, the repetition inherent in specifying the rules of
the logic may become tedious: each two-premise recursion mirrors our implementation of (barbara) in Figure 2, and the one-premise rules follow similarly. We
use Racket’s macro system to once again simplify our task, creating two additional syntactic forms that construct the appropriate miniKanren terms. These
new syntactic forms, single-prim-term and double-prim-term in Figure 3, take
the logic’s name, the environment, the term(s) that is required to hold in order
for φ to hold, and any auxillary variables required, and use them to construct
the fresh variable creation, unifications, and recursions necessary to implement
the rule. For example, consider our equivalent implementations of (barbara)
side-by-side:
[(∀ ,n ,q) ;; Barbara
(fresh (p prim1 proof1 prim2 proof2)

[(∀, n, q) ;; Barbara
(double-prim-term

(== `((,proof1 ,proof2) => ,φ) proof)

card proof φ Γ

(== prim1 `(∀ ,n ,p))

`(∀ ,n ,p)

(== prim2 `(∀ ,p ,q))

`(∀ ,p ,q)

(A prim1 Γ proof1)

p)]

(A prim2 Γ proof2))]

Using these syntactic abstractions, our program is reduced to a series of
pattern-matching clauses whose the left-hand sides are the translations of the
conclusions of a judgment rule, and whose right-hand sides are invocations of
single-prim-term or double-prim-term, encoding the antecedent or antecedents.
This direct correspondence between the logical rules and the implementation
facilitates rapid prototyping and quick experimentation when working with natural logics.

5

Conclusions and Next Steps

Interest in the history of syllogistic logics motivated the development of a great
variety of tools (e.g., Glashof [11]). In particular, the work in Prolog has focused
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(define-syntax double-prim-term
(syntax-rules ()
[(_ logic proof φ Γ e1 e2 vars ...)
(fresh (vars ... prim1 prim2 proof1 proof2)
(== `((,proof1 ,proof2) => ,φ) proof)
(== prim1 e1)
(== prim2 e2)
(logic prim1 Γ proof1)
(logic prim2 Γ proof2))]))
(define-syntax single-prim-term
(syntax-rules ()
[(_ logic proof φ Γ e1 vars ...)
(fresh (vars ... prim1 proof1)
(== `((,proof1) => ,φ) proof)
(== prim1 e1)
(logic prim1 Γ proof1))]))
(define (card φ Γ proof)
(matche φ
[(∀ ,a ,a) (== φ proof)] ;; Axiom
[(∀, n, q)
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∀ ,n ,p) `(∀ ,p ,q) p)] ;; Barbara
[(∃ ,p ,p) ;; ∃
(single-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃ ,p ,q) q)]
[(∃ ,p ,q) ;; Conversion
(single-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃ ,q ,p))]
[(∃ ,p ,q) ;; Darii
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃ ,p ,n) `(∀ ,n ,q) n)]
[(∀ ,q ,p) ;; Card-Mix
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∀ ,p ,q) `(∃≥ ,p ,q))]
[(∃≥ ,q ,p) ;; Subset-Size
(single-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∀ ,p ,q))]
[(∃≥ ,n ,q) ;; Card-Trans
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃≥ ,n ,p) `(∃≥ ,p ,q) p)]
[(∃ ,q ,q) ;; Card-E
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃ ,p ,p) `(∃≥ ,q ,p) p)]
[(∃≥ ,p ,q) ;; More-At-Last
(single-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃> ,p ,q))]
[(∃> ,n ,q) ;; More-Left
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃> ,n ,p) `(∃≥ ,p ,q) p)]
[(∃> ,n ,q) ;; More-Right
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃≥ ,n ,p) `(∃> ,p ,q) p)]
[,x (membero x Γ) (== proof `(,x in-Γ))]

;; Lookup

[,x ;; X
(double-prim-term card proof φ Γ `(∃≥ ,p ,q) `(∃≥ ,q ,p) p q)]))

Fig. 3. miniKanren implementation of the positive portion of the cardinality logic in
Figure 1.
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on natural language processing and the classical syllogistic logics (typically no
further than S † ) [23,16,26,22,19,18,4,12,27,25]. There are a variety of such results, and it would be difficult to thoroughly catalog all of these systems here.
Our work with Sage shows that it is possible to do proof search and countermodel generation at the same time. The key point is that reductio ad absurdum
is a derived rule, not a basic feature of the system. This is what is behind our
polynomial-time algorithm.
The relational nature of miniKanren facilitates proof verification and proof
search in the same implementation, and the generic style of implementation
allows us to freely explore new extensions to the syntax and proof theory with
little to no additional overhead. By default, miniKanren relies on a kind of
breadth-first search strategy. Modifying these implementations, using techniques
pioneered in rKanren [24], will allow the user to more finely tune the direction of
the proof search. Additionally, future improvements in cKanren’s set constraint
architecture will likely enable an increase in both performance and clarity of our
implementations.
But the most important next step in this line of work is to connect with the
tableau system in [1] (based on [21]). Abzianidze’s paper shows that computational systems based on natural logics can be combined with CCG parsers and
other NLP tools in order to scale up work in this area. Indeed, he succeeds in
handling RTE-like data. Nevertheless, his approach is based on tableaux, and
ours is based on the complementary technique of formal proofs. So connecting
the two approaches is the most important task on the road toward using natural
logic in NLP.
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Abstract. Answer Set Programming is a compelling non-monotonic
knowledge representation paradigm for representing specifications in controlled natural language and reasoning about them. In this paper, we introduce the controlled natural language PENGASP and discuss the kind
of answer set programs that the PENGASP system automatically generates for a given specification. The controlled natural language PENGASP
is unique, since it is the first controlled natural language that uses Answer Set Programming as target language for reasoning, in particular for
question answering. PENGASP allows us to specify factual and terminological knowledge, to combine weak and strong negation in order to
specify a local form of the closed world assumption, to deal with cardinality constraints, to specify arithmetic operations, and to express defaults
and exceptions. An emerging PENGASP specification can be queried in
controlled natural language using closed world and open world reasoning
depending on the information available in the specification.

1

Introduction

Controlled natural languages (CNLs) are simplified forms of natural language
that are constructed from full natural languages by restricting the size of the
grammar as well as the vocabulary in order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity and
complexity [14, 21]. CNLs can be used as high-level interface languages to knowledge systems to improve the knowledge acquisition and specification process; in
particular, if the writing of a specification in CNL is supported by a sophisticated
authoring tool with good runtime feedback mechanisms [10]. Although a lot of
progress has recently been made in the domain of data-driven applications, there
exists still a strong need for mechanisms that support the manual acquisition
and encoding of fine-grained commonsense and domain knowledge so that this
knowledge can be used for automated reasoning.
There exist a number of CNLs [3, 5, 24] that have been used for knowledge
acquisition and for writing specifications but apart from our controlled language
PENGASP none of these languages uses Answer Set Programming (ASP) as
target language for knowledge representation and reasoning. The predecessor of
PENGASP , PENG Light [24], used first-order predicate logic as target language,
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similar to Attempto Controlled English [5], but was not able to deal with nonmonotonic forms of reasoning. ASP is interesting in our context, since it offers a
declarative modeling language with modeling constructs that allow us to process
non-monotonic theories and answer questions over these theories.
In the wider context of natural language processing, ASP has been studied
– among other things – for processing sentences with normatives and exceptions [2], for processing biomedical queries [4], for recognising textual entailment [15], for integrating syntactic parsing with semantic disambiguation [15],
for parsing Combinatory Categorial Grammar [19], for reasoning with the output
of a semantic parser [22], and for domain-specific question answering [23].
In this paper, we will focus on those ASP programs that the language processor of the PENGASP system generates for a specification written in controlled
natural language and show how these programs can be used for question answering. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present a brief
introduction to ASP, followed by an overview of the controlled natural language
PENGASP in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the machinery that is used
to process a PENGASP specification. In Section 5, we present an example specification written in PENGASP , show how factual and terminological knowledge
can be expressed in this controlled language, and discuss how we can specify a
local form of the closed world assumption on the level of the controlled language.
In Section 6, we have a closer look at how a specification can be investigated
with the help of questions and how these questions are represented in ASP. In
Section 7, we discuss additional features of the PENGASP language and show
how ordinal and cardinal numbers can be used, how arithmetic operations can
be specified, and finally how defaults and exceptions can be expressed. Finally,
in Section 8, we conclude and highlight the advantages of our approach.

2

Answer Set Programming

ASP is a declarative knowledge representation language that has its roots in
logic programming and non-monotonic reasoning [1, 6, 17]. In ASP, a problem
specification is expressed in the form of an extended logic program [8] so that
its logical models (= answer sets) provide a solution to the original problem.
While ASP programs look at first glance similar to Prolog programs, they use a
completely different computational mechanism. In ASP, solutions are computed
in a bottom-up fashion and represented as answer sets. An ASP program consists
of a finite set of rules of the following form:
L0 ; ... ; Lk :- Lk+1 , ..., Lm , not Lm+1 , ..., not Ln .

where all Li ’s are literals. A literal is either a positive atom or a negative atom.
The symbol ‘:-’ stands for an if connective and the symbol‘,’ for a conjunction.
The expression on the left-hand side of the if connective is called the head of the
rule, and the expression on the right-hand side is called the body of the rule. The
head may consist of an epistemic disjunction [9] of literals denoted by the symbol
‘;’. Literals in the body may be preceded by default negation (= negation as
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failure) denoted by the symbol ‘not’.1 The head or the body of a rule can be
empty. A rule with an empty head is called an integrity constraint and a rule with
an empty body is called a fact. ASP is supported by powerful tools; for example,
the new clingo 4 system [7] extends ASP’s input language by an embedded
scripting language that we use for the activation of those parts of a domainindependent background theory that are relevant for a given specification.

3

The Controlled Natural Language PENGASP

The controlled natural language PENGASP distinguishes four types of sentences:
declarative sentences such as (1), conditional sentences such as (2), imperative
sentences such as (3), and questions such as (4):
1. Pete holds a casual job as tutor.
2. If a student is not provably employed then the student is not employed.
3. Exclude that Sue teaches Web Technology.
4. Are most students employed?
The syntactic structure of these sentences is derived from a sentence pattern
for simple declarative sentences that consists of a subject, a verb, depending
complements and optional adjuncts. Each sentences has at least a subject and
a verb. Complements depend on the verb and are necessary to complete the
meaning of the verb. Adjuncts modify the verb and are optional. All other sentence types are derived from this pattern through coordination, subordination,
quantification, weak and strong negation, keywords, and in the case of certain
constructions through syntactic movement of elements. The syntactic form of
these sentences and the anaphoric use of nominal expressions is carefully restricted by a unification-based grammar that consists of about 350 grammar
rules and a domain specific lexicon. The syntactic restrictions of PENGASP are
justified by the formal properties of the ASP language. It is important to note
that the writing of a specification in PENGASP is supported by a sophisticated
authoring tool [11] that displays lookahead information which enforces the syntactic structure of the language, and thus makes sure that every PENGASP
sentence is syntactically correct.

4

Processing a PENGASP Specification

The language processor of the PENGASP system uses a chart parser and translates a textual specification during the parsing process into a discourse representation structure (DRS) in the spirit of Kamp and Reyle [13]. In contrast to
Kamp and Reyle, our extended discourse representation structures (eDRSs) allow for two additional operators: one for constraints and one for weak negation
1

Some ASP tools [7] allow for double default negated literals in the body of rules,
but this construction is not used in the context of PENGASP .
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(= default negation). During the construction of an eDRS, the language processor resolves anaphoric expressions, produces a paraphrase for the input text that
clarifies the interpretation of the machine, and generates lookahead information
for the authoring tool similar to PENG Light [24]. The generated eDRS basically
serves as an interlingua between the controlled natural language and the ASP
program. The language processor analyses the eDRS and translates it into an
executable ASP program. During this translation process the relevant parts of
a predefined domain-independent ASP background theory are identified and a
Lua script [12] that registers these parts is dynamically generated and embedded
into the resulting ASP program. This script will activate the identified parts of
the background theory when the ASP tool clingo [7] executes the ASP program.

5

A PENGASP Specification in a Nutshell

In the following, we will develop a simple specification in PENGASP in order to
highlight some benefits of ASP for CNL processing.
5.1

Specifying Factual Knowledge

The text below is written in PENGASP and consists of four declarative sentences
that convey factual knowledge:
5. Pete holds a casual job as tutor. Lin is enrolled in a Mathematics
degree. Dave is enrolled in an English degree and holds a casual job
as guard. Mary who is matriculated in a Computer Science degree
holds a casual job as shop assistant.
The first two sentences are simple declarative sentences, the third sentence
contains a coordinated verb phrase, and the fourth sentence an embedded relative
clause. The translation of this specification via an eDRS results in an ASP
program consisting of a number of facts (only the translation of the third sentence
is displayed here for reasons of space):
#program base.
const(dave).
inst(sk2, english_degree).
prop(dave, sk2, enrolled_in).
inst(guard, casual_job).
const(guard).
pred(dave, guard, hold).

Note that we use a flat representation for logical atoms in ASP and a small
number of predefined predicates (such as const, inst, prop, pred, etc.). Names
are represented as constants and anonymous names as Skolem constants (for
example, sk2). Skolem constants denote existentially quantified objects and are
created during the translation process. Note also that an ASP program can
be organised in multiple program parts in the ASP tool clingo. The directive
#program base. indicates the main part of the program.
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5.2

Specifying Terminological Knowledge

We can use the controlled language PENGASP to add terminological knowledge
to our specification, for example:
6. Dave, Mary, Pete and Lin are students.
7. Every Computer Science degree, every English degree and every Mathematics degree is a degree program.
8. Every casual job is a job.
9. Every student who is matriculated in a degree program is enrolled in
that degree program.
10. If a student holds a job then the student is employed.
Sentence (6) expresses a series of concept assertions; sentence (7) and sentence (8) state general inclusion axioms; sentence (9) specifies a subsumption
relationship between two properties, incl. domain and range restrictions; and
sentence (10) relates a binary relation to a property. For example, the translation of sentence (8) adds a rule and a fact of the following form to the ASP
program:
inst(A, job) :- inst(A, casual_job).
is_subclass(casual_job, job).

The rule determines the instances of the class hierarchy and the fact is used
to generate the actual class hierarchy with the help of the following part of the
domain-independent background theory:
#program is_subclass.
subclass(Class1, Class2) :- is_subclass(Class1, Class2).
subclass(Class1, Class3) :- is_subclass(Class1, Class2),
subclass(Class2, Class3).
-is_leaf(Class2) :- subclass(Class1, Class2).
is_defined(Inst) :- inst(Inst, Class), not -is_leaf(Class).

With the help of this background knowledge, the generated answer set will tell
us which classes are not leaves and which instances are defined. This information
will be used – as we will discuss in Section 6 – for the question answering process.
5.3

Specifying the Local Closed World Assumption

Combining weak and strong negation in a conditional sentence allows us to
express a refined form of the closed world assumption in PENGASP . This assumption states that a predicate does not hold, whenever it cannot be shown
(proven) that it does hold [9, 18], for example:
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11. If a student is not provably employed then the student is not employed.
This local form of the closed world assumption specifies that we have complete information about the predicate employed in our knowledge base. In theory,
this sentence can be translated into the following ASP rule with a weak negation
in the body of the rule and a strong negation in the head:
-prop(A, employed) :- inst(A, student),

not prop(A, employed).

ASP

However, in PENG
we split up this kind of rule into two rules during the
translation process in order to record for which predicates the local closed world
assumption (local cwa/1) has been applied to, in our case:
-prop(A, employed) :- local_cwa(neg_prop(A, employed)).
local_cwa(neg_prop(A, employed)) :- inst(A, student),
not prop(A, employed).

As we will see in the next section, this will help us to answer questions under
the local closed world assumption as well as under the open world assumption
depending on the information that is available in the specification. Note that
an ASP program can specify the local closed world assumption for some of its
predicates and leave the other predicates for which we do not have complete
information in the scope of the open world assumption.

6

Investigating a Specification

The PENGASP system allows us to investigate an emerging specification with
the help of yes/no-questions such as (12) and (13) and wh-questions such as (14)
and (15):
12.
13.
14.
15.

Is Dave who is enrolled in an English degree employed?
Are most students employed?
Which students are employed?
Who is employed?

In the simplest case, one can translated a question such as (14) into a rule
with a specific answer literal (ans/1) in the rule head and add this rule to the
ASP program:
ans(A) :- inst(A, student), prop(A, employed).

After the model generation process, all answer literals can be easily extracted
from the answer set(s). However, this solution does not tell us whether a question
has been answered under closed world reasoning or open world reasoning, and
we can not make this distinction clear on the level of the controlled natural
language. Since all those predicates for which we have complete information are
recorded (as explained in Section 5.3), we can use this information in the question
answering process. For example, the positive wh-question (15) is automatically
translated into a fact and four rules in PENGASP :
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ans_id(no1, who, pos).
ans(no1, inst(A, B), pos, cwa) :- query(A, who, B),
prop(A, employed), local_cwa(neg_prop(_, employed)).
ans(no1, inst(A, B), pos, owa) :- query(A, who, B),
prop(A, employed), not local_cwa(neg_prop(_, employed)).
ans(no1, inst(A, B), neg, cwa) :- query(A, who, B),
-prop(A, employed), local_cwa(neg_prop(A, employed)).
ans(no1, inst(A, B), neg, owa) :- query(A, who, B),
-prop(A, employed), not local_cwa(neg_prop(A, employed)).

The fact (ans id/3) serves as a rule identifier. The first two rules distinguish
between positive questions (pos) under the local closed world assumption (cwa)
and the open world assumption (owa). The second two rules can be used for a form
of cooperative question answering that is triggered if only negative information
(neg) is available for a positive question. During the translation of the question
into ASP, the type of the query word (who) is identified and used to activate the
relevant part of the background theory. In our example, this part consists of the
following rules for question (15):
#program who.
ans(ID, unknown, Pol, nil) :- ans_id(ID, who, Pol),
not ans(ID, _, Pol, cwa), not ans(ID, _, Pol, owa).
query(Inst, who, Class) :- inst(Inst, Class), not -is_leaf(Class).
query(Inst, who, nil)
:- const(Inst), not is_defined(Inst).

The first rule deals with the case where no information under closed world
and open world reasoning is available to answer the question. The next two
rules are used to extract for a given query word instances of classes that occur
as leaves of the class hierarchy and named instances that have not been defined
in the class hierarchy.
Answering certain types of questions requires counting. For example, question
(13) is translated into a fact and a number of rules with a specific literal (eval/4)
in the head that will trigger the subsequent evaluation process by background
axioms:
ans_id(no2, most, pos)
eval(no2, A, pos, cwa) :- inst(A, student), prop(A, employed),
local_cwa(neg_prop(_, employed)).
eval(no2, A, neg, cwa) :- inst(A, student), -prop(A, employed),
local_cwa(neg_prop(A, employed)).
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The first rule takes care of instances that occur in a positive relation and
the second rule of instances that occur in a negated relation (here under the
closed world assumption). These instances are counted and compared with the
help of additional background axioms (for reasons of space, we only show the
background axiom for a yes-answer):
#program most.
ans(ID, yes, pos, cwa) :ans_id(ID, most, pos), C1 > C2,
C1 = #count { Inst1 : eval(ID, Inst1, pos, cwa) },
C2 = #count { Inst2 : eval(ID, Inst2, neg, cwa) }.

The translation of a specification into an ASP program can result in one or
more answer sets. If we end up with more than one answer set, then we can
answer a query under brave reasoning or under cautious reasoning. A query is
bravely true for a substitution of variables, if its conjunction of body literals is
satisfied in at least one answer set, and cautiously true, if it is satisfied in all
answer sets.

7

Additional Features of PENGASP

In the following subsections, we discuss additional features of the language
PENGASP that are novel in controlled natural language processing and can
be conveniently represented and processed in ASP.
7.1

Ordinal and Cardinal Numbers

PENGASP allows us to express statements that contain ordinal and cardinal
numbers and to anaphorically link noun phrases with ordinal numbers (e.g.,
first course) to noun phrases that introduce a cardinality restriction (e.g., two
courses):
16. There are exactly two courses. The first course is Web Technology
and the second course is Information Technology. Alice and Sue are
lecturers. Every lecturer teaches exactly one course.
This partial specification (16) generates four different answer sets, since we
neither specified that the two courses must be distinct nor who teaches which
course:
Answer: 1
pred(alice, information_technology, teach)
pred(sue, information_technology, teach) ...
Answer: 2
pred(alice, web_technology, teach)
pred(sue, web_technology, teach) ...
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Answer: 3
pred(alice, information_technology, teach)
pred(sue, web_technology, teach) ...
Answer: 4
pred(alice, web_technology, teach)
pred(sue, information_technology, teach) ...

We can exclude the first two answer sets with the help of the following statement in PENGASP :
17. Every lecturer teaches exactly one distinct course.
This sentence contains the predefined keyword distinct in object position and
is a short form for the subsequent two sentences:
18. Every lecturer teaches exactly one course.
19. For every course there is exactly one lecturer who teaches that course.
The translation of sentence (17) as well as the translation of the alternatives
(18) and (19) results in the following two ASP rules with cardinality constraints
in the rule head:
1 { pred(A, B, teach) : inst(A, lecturer) } 1 :- inst(B, course).
1 { pred(B, A, teach) : inst(A, course) } 1 :- inst(B, lecturer).

This information excludes the first and the second answer set where both lecturers teach the same course; we can add further information to our specification
to exclude one of the two remaining answer sets, for example:
20. Alice teaches Web Technology.
Now, we end up with one answer set where Alice teaches Web Technology
and Sue teaches Information Technology. We can achieve the same effect by
replacing (20) by an imperative sentence such as:
21. Exclude that Sue teaches Web Technology.
This imperative sentence translates into a constraint of the form:
:- pred(sue, web_technology, teach).

7.2

Arithmetic Operations

PENGASP allows us to specify arithmetic operations in the antecedent of conditional sentences and in imperative sentences (constraints). Numeric variables
(e.g., N1 and N2) that occur in these arithmetic expressions can be used anaphorically and can take part in arithmetic operations:
22. Sue sits in the first office and Alice sits in the second office.
23. If there is an office N1 and there is an office N2 and N2 is equal to
N1 plus 1 then the office N2 is right of the office N1.
Sentence (23) also illustrates how an arithmetic operation can play a defining
role in the description of a particular expression (right of).
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7.3

Defaults and Exceptions

Default assumptions are necessary in situations where the information is incomplete but where we still need to be able to draw tentative conclusions [18].
We may be forced to withdraw these conclusions later when new information
becomes available. Below is an example specification that states a default and
two exceptions to this default in PENGASP ; this example is similar to the ASP
example in [9] but here reconstructed in controlled language:
24. Students are normally afraid of math.
25. If a student is enrolled in a Mathematics degree then the student is
not afraid of math.
26. If a student is not provably not enrolled in a Computer Science degree
then the student is abnormally afraid of math.
27. If there is a degree program X1 and there is a degree program X2
and a student is enrolled in the degree program X1 and X1 is not the
same as X2 then the student is not enrolled in the degree program
X2.
The first sentence (24) specifies a default, the second sentence (25) a strong
exception to that default, the third sentence (26) a weak exception, and finally
sentence (27) negative information for degree programs and students using the
local closed world assumption (with the help of two string variables: X1 and X2).
This specification is automatically translated by the PENGASP system into the
following ASP program:
const(math).
prop(A, math, afraid_of) :inst(A, student),
not ab(d_afraid_of(A, math)),
not -prop(A, math, afraid_of).
-prop(B, math, afraid_of) :inst(B, student),
inst(C, mathematics_degree),
prop(B, C, enrolled_in).
ab(d_afraid_of(D, math)) :inst(D, student),
inst(E, computer_science_degree),
not -prop(D, E, enrolled_in).
-prop(F, G, enrolled_in) :inst(H, degree_program),
inst(G, degree_program),
inst(F, student),
prop(F, H, enrolled_in),
F != G.
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Note two things here: First, the keyword normally in (24) triggers a default
rule that applies if it is not provable that a students is abnormally afraid of math
(week exception) and if it is not provable that a student is not afraid of math
(strong exception). Second, the expression not provably not enrolled in in (26)
is translated into a weak negation followed by a strongly negated literal in ASP.

8

Conclusion

PENGASP is a fully implemented system that translates specifications written in controlled natural language via extended discourse representation structures into executable ASP programs. The controlled natural language PENGASP
serves as a high-level specification language to ASP programs and can be used
to investigate an emerging specification. We argued that ASP is an attractive
non-monotonic knowledge representation language for controlled language processing that allows us in contrast to other existing controlled languages to write
non-monotonic specifications. PENGASP allows us to combine weak and strong
negation to specify a local form of the closed world assumption, to express integrity and cardinality constraints, to define background theories, to execute
arithmetic operations, and to express defaults and exceptions. ASP generates
flat models that can be directly used for the question answering process. The
PENGASP systems translates questions into rules with specific answer literals in
the head. The question answering process is supported by domain-independent
background axioms that are selectively activated during the translation of a
discourse representation structure into an ASP program.
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Abstract. We present a formal system that enables to perform an effective default reasoning with topological relations. Our approach extends
the well-known propositional Default Logic with a possibility to specify two sets of information, namely positive (that has to be true) and
negative (that cannot be true). This distinction provides a significant
increase of expressive power of set-theoretical interpretation of propositional formulae. Additionally to a standard fixed-point semantics of an
extension we provide its operational semantics and prove equivalence of
the abovementioned. We use the latter to establish an effective reasoning
algorithm and implemented in Prolog. As a proof of concept we demonstrate the system’s application to geographic information system with
real data.
Keywords: Default Reasoning, Qualitative Spatial Reasoning, Commonsense Reasoning

1

Introduction

Formal representation and reasoning about space is recognized as a crucial part
of commonsense reasoning and knowledge representation. Recently, a strong need
for non-monotonic and default reasoning in spatial domain has been recognized
[3] and a number of such methods established. Shanahan [17] described default
reasoning for space occupancy problem and aformalized a default rule “space is
normally empty” for systems dealing with incomplete spatial knowledge. Möller
and Wessel [12] presented terminological default rules obtained by means of description logic terms rather than first-order formulae. Hartley [10] and Hazarika
[11] worked on continuous aspects of space and more recently, methods for abductive spatial reasoning have been presented, e.g., in [7]. The main fields of
applications of non-monotonic and default spatial reasoning methods are geographic information systems (GIS), computer-aided architecture design (CAAD)
systems, cognitive spatial systems, visual interpretation and cognitive robotics.
In the flagship applications field, i.e., GIS, modern systems possess powerful
quantitative tools and are able to perform complex numerical transformation
but have very limited qualitative capabilities. However, since GIS often deal
with imprecise and incomplete knowledge while performing geospatial reasoning
about distance, direction, topology and shape, qualitative methods such as the
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qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) [4] are highly recommended. The abovementioned need is well-known among researchers and resulted in establishment of a
number of QSR methods especially for GIS systems [20,12,6]. In this paper we
present a new formal method that enables to perform effective default reasoning with (qualitative) topological information (e.g., Region Connection Calculus
described below) that may be applied, e.g., to geospatial reasoning systems.
. Region Connection Calculus. One of the main topological QSR methods is
Region Connection Calculus (RCC) [14]. The RCC theory is based on a binary,
reflexive and symmetric relation C(A, B) defined over non-null regions, that
is interpreted as “A is connected with B”. The relation is used to define base
relations, i.e., jointly exclusive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) binary topological
relations between regions. The RCC-5 introduces 5 base relations, namely “A
is discrete with B”, “A partially overlaps B”,“A is a proper part of B”, “B is a
proper part of A” and “A is equal to B” as depicted in Fig. 1. RCC provides
a simple look-up mechanism for composition of the base relations and is often
used for topological reasoning with incomplete information.
A

B

DR(A, B)

A

B

PO(A, B)

B A

A B

A=B

PP(A, B)

PP−1 (A, B)

EQ(A, B)

Fig. 1: Base relations of RCC-5.
. Default Reasoning. Default reasoning constitutes a crucial feature of nonmonotonic systems. One of the best known default reasoning formalisms was
proposed by Reiter in [15] and is known as Default Logic. It augments classical
n
first-order logic by default rules of the form α:β1 ,...,β
, where α, β1 , . . . , βn , γ are
γ
first-order formulae and n ∈ N. The intuitive meaning of the rule is “if α is true
and β1 , . . . , βn are consistent with the knowledge then by default conclude γ”. A
set of facts obtained from the initial knowledge and proper applying of defaults
is called an extension. Default Logic is deeply studied [1,8] and a number of its
variants and modifications have been proposed [5], e.g., Statistical Default Logic
[19], General Default Logic [21] or Distributed Default Logic [16].
In this paper we present a new formal default reasoning system based on
propositional logic and capable to perform topological reasoning. The use of
propositional logic makes the reasoning relatively simple but on the other hand,
it is expressive enough to represent interesting topological relations, e.g., all
RCC-5 relations. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
topological interpretation of propositional logic. In Section 3 we present modified
definitions of crucial notions, namely a default rule, a default theory and an
extension of a default theory. We provide fixed-point and operational semantics
of an extensions and show their equivalence. In Section 4 we present a method
for automated reasoning and in Section 5 a proof of the concept case-study for
GIS application. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper and indicate our
future work.
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3

Topological Interpretation of Propositional Calculus

It is well-known [13,18] that there is a connection between formulae of propositional logic and set-terms. Let the propositional letters denote arbitrary subsets of a non-empty set V (universe), whereas the connectives ¬, ∧, ∨ denote
set operations of complement, intersection and union respectively. Formally, the
set-theoretical interpretation of propositional logic is obtained by means of a
model hV, Σ, di, where V is an arbitrary non-empty set, Σ = {A, B, C, . . . } is a
denumerably infinite set of propositional constants and d : Σ → P(V ) assigns
to each propositional constant a subset of V . Additionally, d is extended to all
propositional well formed formulae (wffs) as follows:
d(¬φ) = d(φ) ,

d(φ ∧ ψ) = d(φ) ∩ d(ψ) ,

d(φ ∨ ψ) = d(φ) ∪ d(ψ) ,

where φ, ψ are propositional wffs, e.g., d(¬A ∧ B → C) = d(A) ∩ d(B) ∪ d(C).
Then, a propositional formula φ is a tautology iff in all models d(φ) = V . It
is shown in [2] that for any propositional wffs φ1 , . . . , φn , ψ the following holds
φ1 , . . . , φn |= ψ iff in any model hV, Σ, di such that d(φ1 ) = V, . . . , d(φn ) = V
hold, d(ψ) = V also holds. As a result we are able to perform set-theoretical
reasoning by means of propositional calculus.
2.1

Propositional Encodings of Spatial Relations

In the abovementioned method it cannot be expressed that some set is not equal
to V . Hence, it cannot be stated that, e.g., set d(A) is not empty or that d(A) is
not a subset of d(B). In order to increase the expressive power we adopt a method
presented in [2], where an additional set of propositional formulae is involved
and interpreted as a set of set-terms that are not equal to V . As an example,
a pair of propositional formulae sets ({¬(A ∧ B)}, {¬A, ¬B}) corresponds to
the following pair ({d(A) ∩ d(B) = V }, {A 6= V, B 6= V }) and has an intuitive
meaning that sets d(A), d(B) are non-empty and discrete. We call the former
set of propositional formulae a set of model constraints, whereas the latter a set
of entailment constraints.
We interpret V as a 2-dimensional space, and set-terms as regions of V . Then,
the presented method enables us to interpret model constraints together with
entailment constraints as topological relations between spatial regions. It turns
out that such an interpretation enables to model, e.g., all atomic relations of
RCC-5, as presented in Table 1. In what follows, to shorten the notation we use
the same notation for a propositional letter and a corresponding spatial region,
e.g., a region corresponding to a propositional constant A will be denoted also
by A. It should be fairly clear from the context when we mean a propositional
letter and when a region.
2.2

Spatially Possible Configurations

We call pair consisting of a set of model constraints and a set of entailment constraints a spatial configuration (configuration in short). Some configurations are
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Relation
DR(A, B)
PO(A, B)
PP(A, B)
PP−1 (A, B)
EQ(A, B)

Table 1: Representation of base RCC-5 relations.

Description
A and B are discrete
A partially overlaps B

Model Constraints Entailment Constraints
¬(A ∧ B)
¬A, ¬B
¬A ∨ ¬B, A → B,
A → B, ¬A, ¬B
A is a proper part of B
A→B
B → A, ¬A, ¬B
B is a proper part of A
B→A
A → B, ¬A, ¬B
A is equal to B
A≡B
¬A, ¬B

spatially possible, whereas others are not. More formally, we call a configuration
impossible iff there is no assignment of sets to propositional letters occurring
in the configuration such that all set-terms corresponding to the configuration
hold. Otherwise, we call the configuration possible. In the following sections we
use a property proved in [2] that a configuration is impossible iff there is some
propositional formula φ occurring in entailment constraints, such that model
constraints propositionally entail φ. This result enables us to obtain an effective method (reasoning in propositional logic) for checking if a configuration is
possible.

3

Propositional Default Logic with Topological Relations

In this section we introduce a default reasoning method with two sets of propositional formulae. At first we present preliminary definitions and then fixed-point
and operational semantics of an extension.
3.1

Preliminary Definitions

. Language. Let A be an alphabet consisting of countably many propositional
constants A, B, C, . . . logical constants ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ≡ and punctuation signs. We
work with a propositional language L that consists of wffs over the alphabet A
(denoted by φ, ψ, . . . ). As usual, for any set of wffs S and any wffs φ, by S ` φ
we denote that φ is propositionally provable from S. We define for any set of
wffs S, theory of S as T hL (S) = {φ | φ ∈ L and S ` φ}.
. Default Rules. We introduce a default rule δ as an expression of the form
(1), where Φ, Ψ, χ are pairs of sets of propositional wffs. The elements of the
pairs are indexed with + and − respectively as presented in (2).
Φ:Ψ
χ

(1)

Φ:Ψ
hΦ+ , Φ− i : hΨ + , Ψ − i
=
χ
hχ+ , χ− i

(2)

The sets indexed with + are interpreted as sets of model constraints, whereas
those indexed with − as sets of entailment constraints. We call Φ a prerequisite,
Ψ a justification and χ a conclusion of δ. We denote Φ, Ψ and χ respectively
by pre(δ), just(δ) and cons(δ). Additionally, pre+ (δ) = Φ+ , pre− (δ) = Φ− ,
just+ (δ) = Ψ + , just− (δ) = Ψ − , cons+ (δ) = χ+ and cons− (δ) = χ− . In what
follows, to shorten notation, we also denote defaults of the form (1) by (Φ : Ψ/χ).
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Our definition of a default differs from a classical definition from Default Logic
[15] however, in this paper by a default (or a default rule) we always mean a rule
of the form (1).
. Default Theory. A default theory in our approach is a tuple T = hW + , W − , Di
such that W + , W − are (finite or infinite) sets of propositional wffs and D is a
(finite or infinite) set of defaults. We interpret W + and W − as initial sets of
model entailment constraints respectively.
3.2

Fixed-point Semantics of Extension

By an extension of the spatial default theory T we intuitively mean a pair consisting of a set of positive beliefs and a set of negative beliefs that are acceptable
in T . In what follows we give a formal definition based on a fixed-point.
Definition 1 (extension: fixed-point). Let T = hW + , W − , Di be a default
theory. For any pair of wffs sets U = hU + , U − i let Γ (U ) = hΓ + (U + ), Γ − (U − )i
be such that Γ + (U + ), Γ − (U − ) are the smallest sets satisfying the following
conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

W + ⊆ Γ + (U + ) ,
W − ⊆ Γ − (U − ) ,
T hL Γ + (U + ) = Γ + (U + ) ,
T hL Γ − (U − ) = Γ − (U − ) ,
If (Φ : Ψ/χ) ∈ D and Φ+ ⊆ Γ + (U + ) and Φ− ⊆ Γ − (U − )
and there is no ψ ∈ U − ∪ Ψ − such that U + ∪ Ψ + ` ψ,
then χ+ ⊆ Γ + (U + ) and χ− ⊆ Γ − (U − ) .

Then, E is an extension for T iff E is a fixed point of Γ , i.e., Γ (E) = E.
The conditions 1 . and 2 . provide that the initial knowledge (positive and negative) is preserved in E. Then, 3 . and 4 . make E + and E − closed under logical
conclusion, whereas 5 . provides that E is closed under application of defaults,
i.e., if there is a default δ ∈ D that is applicable to E, then cons+ (δ) are in
E + and cons− (δ) are in E − . The notion of applicability of a default is used in
further sections, therefore we provide its formal definition.
Definition 2 (applicability). We say that a default (Φ : Ψ/χ) is applicable to
U = hU + , U − i iff:

1. Φ is among current beliefs, i.e., Φ+ ⊆ U + and Φ− ⊆ U − ,
2. and Ψ is consistent with U , i.e., there is no ψ ∈ U − ∪Ψ − such that U + ∪Ψ + `
ψ.

We say that a default theory T = hW + , W − , Di is consistent iff there is no
ψ ∈ W − such that W + ` ψ. Hence, in a consistent default theory, knowledge
hW + , W − i is a spatially possible configuration.
Proposition 1. Each extension of a consistent default theory is a (spatially)
possible configuration.
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Proof. Let T = hW + , W − , Di be a consistent default theory and let E =
hE + , E − i be an extension of T . To show, that there is no ψ ∈ E − such that
E + ` ψ. The statement follows from the condition 5 . of the Definition 1.

3.3

Operational Semantics of Extension

The Definition 1 is not constructive and therefore hard to be implemented. In
what follows we present an alternative, operational definition of an extension. It
is operational in a sense that it provides an algorithmic procedure for computing
extensions of a default theory (for an operational semantics of a classical Default
Logic see [1]).
For a default theory T = hW + , W − , Di let Π = hδ0 , δ1 , . . . i be a (finite or
infinite) sequence of defaults from D without multiple occurrences. We interpret
Π as a possible order of applying defaults. Then, for any Π we define:
– In+ (Π) = T hL (W + ∪ {cons+ (δ) | δ occurs in Π}) is a current positive
knowledge obtained after applying defaults from Π, i.e., formulas believed
to be true,
– In− (Π) = T hL (W − ∪ {cons− (δ) | δ occurs in Π}) is a current negative
knowledge obtained after applying defaults from Π, i.e., formulas believed
to be false, S
– Out+ (Π) = {just+ (δ) | δ occurs in Π}) are statements that should no be
inconsistent with
S the positive knowledge even after applying further defaults,
– Out− (Π) = {just− (δ) | δ occurs in Π}) are statements that should no
be inconsistent with the negative knowledge even after applying further defaults.
We denote by Π[k] the initial segment of Π of length k. Then, we define the
notions of a process, a successful and a closed sequence of defaults as follows.
Definition 3. Let T = hW + , W − , Di be a default theory and Π a sequence of
defaults from D without multiple occurrences. Then,
– Π is a process of T iff for each δk ∈ Π, pre+ (δk ) ⊆ In+ (Π[k]) and pre− (δk ) ⊆
In− (Π[k]), i.e., prerequisites of δk are in current knowledge of Π[k],
– Π is successful iff there is no ψ ∈ In− (Π) ∪ Out− (Π) such that In+ (Π) ∪
Out+ (Π) ` ψ, otherwise is failed,
– Π is closed in T iff there is no default δ ∈ D that does not belong to Π and
is applicable to hIn+ (Π), In− (Π)i.

Definition 4 (extension: operationally). We say that E is an extension of
a default theory T iff there is a closed and successful process Π of T such that
E = hIn+ (Π), In− (Π)i.
. Example 1: Let T = hW + , W − , Di, W + = {¬(A∧B)}, W − = {¬A, ¬B, ¬C}
and D = {δ1 , δ2 } such that:
δ1 =

h∅, ∅i : h{C → A}, {A → C}i
,
h{C → A}, {A → C}i

δ2 =

h∅, ∅i : h{C → B}, {B → C}i
.
h{C → B}, {B → C}i
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W + , W − have an intuitive meaning that regions
A, B, C are non-empty and A is discrete with B.
Then, there are 2 closed and successful processes
of T , namely Π1 = hδ1 i and Π2 = hδ2 i. Therefore
the extensions are as follows E1 = hT hL (W + ∪
{C → A}), T hL (W − ∪ {A → C})i and E2 =
hT hL (W + ∪ {C → B}), T hL (W − ∪ {B → C})i
as graphically presented in Fig. 2. Let us check
that Π1 is indeed a successful and closed process.
We have:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In+ (Π1 ) = T h(W + ∪ {C → A}) ,
In− (Π1 ) = T h(W − ∪ {A → C}) ,
Out+ (Π1 ) = {C → A} ,
Out− (Π1 ) = {A → C} .

7

V
a)

A

B

C

V
b)

A

B
C

Fig. 2: Extensions of T .

Then by the definition Π1 is indeed a successful and closed process of T . A case
for Π2 is analogous.
The following theorem shows that the Definitions 1 and 4 of an extension
(the non constructive and the operational) are equivalent.
Theorem 1. Let T = hW + , W − , Di be a default theory. E is an extension of
T (in a sense of Definition 4) iff E = Γ (E) (for Γ from the Definition 1).
Proof. First, we prove the implication from left to right. Let Π be a closed
and successful process of T , then E = hE + , E − i = hIn+ (Π), In− (Π)i. By the
definitions of In+ and In− we have W + ⊆ In+ , W − ⊆ In− , T hL (In+ ) = In+
and T hL (In− ) = In− . Since Π is closed, the condition 5 . of the Definition 1 is
also fulfilled. Therefore we have Γ + (E + ) ⊆ E + and Γ + (E − ) ⊆ E − .
Now, we show that E + ⊆ Γ + (E + ) and E − ⊆ Γ − (E − ). We prove inductively
that for any k ∈ N, In+ (Π[k]) ⊆ Γ (E + ) and In− (Π[k]) ⊆ Γ (E − ). For k = 0
inclusions are trivial. Suppose that the statement holds for k and let δk+1 =
(Φ : Ψ/χ). Since Π is a successful process it follows that δk+1 is applicable to
+
−
Γ (E). Then, χ ⊆ Γ (E + ) and χ ⊆ Γ (E − ). Thus, In+ (Π[k + 1]) ⊆ Γ (E + )
and In− (Π[k + 1]) ⊆ Γ (E − ) which finishes the prove of Γ (E) = E.
Second, we prove the implication from right to left. Let E = Γ (E). To show
that there exists a successful and closed process of T . Fix an arbitrary enumeration {δ 0 , δ 1 , . . . } of defaults occurring in D. We construct a sequence of defaults
Π as follows.
1 ) If every δ ∈ D applicable to hIn+ (Π[i]), In− (Π[i])i is already in Π[i], then
finish the construction with Π = Π[i],
2 ) else take δ j ∈ D applicable to hIn+ (Π[i]), In− (Π[i])i with the smallest index
j and let Π[i + 1] = Π[i] _ hδ j i 1 .
1

As usual, by _ we denote the concatenation operator, i.e., for all sequences a =
ha0 , . . . , an i, b = hb0 , . . . , bm i the following holds a _ b = ha0 , . . . , an , b0 , . . . , bm i.
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Obviously, Π is a closed process of T . We show by induction on i that Π[i]
is successful (i.e., there is no ψ ∈ In− (Π) ∪ Out− (Π) such that In+ (Π) ∪
Out+ (Π) ` ψ) and that In+ (Π[i]) ⊆ E + and In− (Π[i]) ⊆ E − . For i = 0 both
conditions are trivially fulfilled. If the conditions are fulfilled for i and there
is δ j ∈ D applicable to h(In+ (Π[i]), In− (Π[i])i such that δ j ∈
/ Π[i] then by
the construction step 2 ) both conditions are fulfilled for i + 1. Hence, Π is a
successful and closed process of T and In+ (Π) ⊆ Γ (E + ) and In− (Π) ⊆ Γ (E − ).
Now we prove that Γ (E + ) ⊆ In+ (Π) and Γ (E − ) ⊆ In− (Π) by showing that
conditions 1 . – 5 . of the Definition 1 are fulfilled for Π, i.e., the following hold:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

W + ⊆ In+ (Π) ,
W − ⊆ In− (Π) ,
T hL (In+ (Π)) = In+ (Π) ,
T hL (In− (Π)) = In− (Π) ,
If (Φ : Ψ/χ) ∈ D and Φ+ ⊆ In+ (Π) and Φ− ⊆ In− (Π)
and there is no ψ ∈ Ψ such that In+ (Π) ∪ Ψ + ` ψ,
then χ+ ⊆ In+ (Π) and χ− ⊆ In− (Π) .

Conditions 1.-4. follow from the definitions of In+ (Π) and In− (Π), whereas
condition 5. results from the construction step 1 ) of Π. Due to space limitations
we omit to show that the construction is proper for infinite processes (which is
indeed true and not hard to be shown).


4

Automated Reasoning Method

In this section we present an algorithm for computing extensions of a default
theory T = hW + , W − , Di. It creates a process tree in which edges are labelled
with δ ∈ D and vertices are the sequences of so far applied defaults. Hence, the
root is an empty sequence and each other vertex v is a sequence Π of edges’
labels that create a path from the root to v. The tree is build in such a way,
that each vertex is a process of T and new vertices are added until there are no
more applicable defaults that have not been applied in a given path. When the
tree is built, each leaf is checked if it is an extension. A more precise description
of the algorithm is as follows.
1 ) Create a root of a tree with Π = h i.
2 ) For each leaf Π of a so far constructed tree that is not marked as failed, do
what follows. For each δ ∈ D applicable to hIn+ (Π), In− (Π)i that has not
yet been applied (i.e., pre+ (δ) ⊆ In+ (Π) and pre− (δ) ⊆ In− (Π) and there
is no ψ ∈ Ψ − such that In+ (Π) ∪ Ψ + ` ψ and δ 6∈ Π) create a new vertex
equal to Π _ hδi and create an edge labelled with δ from Π to Π _ hδi.
3 ) For each vertex added in step 2 ) check if it is failed (i.e., if there is ψ ∈
In− (Π) ∪ Out− (Π) such that In+ (Π) ∪ Out+ (Π) ` ψ). If it is the case
mark the vertex as failed.
4 ) Repeat steps 2 ) and 3 ) until no more vertices are added.
5 ) Each leaf Π not marked as failed, is marked as successful and closed (S&C
in short) and hIn(Π), Out(Π)i is an extension of T .
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For each leaf Π marked as S&C it follows from the construction of the
algorithm that Π is a closed and successful process of T , hence hIn(Π), Out(Π)i
is an extension of T . For finite D the algorithm always terminates, because then
there is a finite number of processes (at most 2card(D) which is a number of all
permutations of D).
. Example 2: Let T = hW + , W − , Di be the same as in Example 1. The process
tree created by the algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. Each vertex Π of the graph
is labelled with In+ (Π) and In− (Π) located on the left-hand side and Out+ (Π)
and Out− (Π) on the right-hand side of the vertex.
{¬(A ∧ B)}
{¬A, ¬B, ¬C}

∅
∅

δ1
{¬(A ∧ B), C → A}
{¬A, ¬B, ¬C, A → C}

{C → A}
{A → C}

δ2

{¬(A ∧ B), C → B}
{¬A, ¬B, ¬C, B → C}

S&C

{C → B}
{B → C}
S&C

Fig. 3: A process tree for a default theory T from Example 1.
We have implemented the abovementioned algorithm in Prolog. The implementation is straightforward when a procedure determining whether a set of
propositional formulae (propositionally) entail another given formula.

5

Application to Geographic Information System

In this section we present a proof of the concept application of our method. We
use real data from GIS system, as presented in Fig. 4, in order to reason about
possible localization of pubs area in Saxon Garden in Warsaw. The scenario is
similar to the dump localization problem proposed in [9] but uses only topological
information.

P ubs1
Lake

Alley

Garden

P ubs3

Square

P ubs2

F ountain

T omb

Fig. 4: A Saxon Garden map with possible localizations of a pub area.
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The topological representation of the Warsaw Saxon Garden consists of the following regions: the Saxon Garden (G), a lake (L), the Piłsudski Square (S), an
alley (A) and a fountain (F ) as depicted in Fig. 4. In what follows we use the
capital letters to denote the abovementioned regions as well as corresponding
propositional constants. The problem to be solved is to decide where should we
locate an area with pubs (P ). Additionally to the topological information about
regions localization (depicted in Fig. 4), we consider a following set of default
rules:
δ1 - if it is possible then, the pub area should be located around the lake, i.e.,
PP−1 (P, L), because the lake provides a beautiful view,
δ2 - if it is possible then, the pub area should be located around the fountain,
i.e., PP−1 (P, F ), because the fountain makes the localization more attractive,
δ3 - if it is possible then the pub area should be located on the alley, i.e.,
PO(P, A), because tourists frequently walk there.
Additionally, the pub area cannot be located around the lake and the fountain at a same time, because it is known that the pub area cannot be so
big. Formally, the abovementioned is represented by a default theory T1 =
(W1+ , W1− , D1 ), where W1+ and W1− represent the topological relations between
objects, i.e., W1+ = {L → G, S → G, A → G, F → A, ¬(L ∧ A), ¬(L ∧ S)},
W1− = {¬G, ¬L, ¬S, ¬A, ¬F, ¬S ∨ ¬A, S → A, A → S} and D1 = {δ1 , δ2 , δ3 }
correspond to abovementioned default rules, i.e.,:

h∅, ∅i : h{L → P, ¬(F ∧ P )}, {P → L}i
,
h{L → P, ¬(F ∧ P )}, {P → L}i
h∅, ∅i : h{F → P, ¬(L ∧ P )}, {P → F }i
δ2 =
,
h{F → P, ¬(L ∧ P )}, {P → F }i
h∅, ∅i : h∅, {¬(P ∧ A), P → A, A → P }i
δ3 =
.
h∅, {¬(P ∧ A), P → A, A → P }i

δ1

δ2

δ3

δ1 =

δ3

δ3

δ1

S&C

S&C S&C

δ2
S&C

Fig. 5: A process tree for T1 .

Then the algorithm computing extensions creates a process tree presented in
Fig. 5. Although there are 4 leaves marked as S&C, there are only 2 different
extensions (each extension occurs twice in this process tree). In the first extension
L is a proper part of P and A overlaps P , whereas in the second extension F is
a proper part of P . The computed localizations of P are denoted by P ubs1 and
P ubs2 in Fig. 4. The method enables to check if (a) there exists some extension
of T1 , (b) a formula φ holds in some extension of T1 (brave reasoning) and (c)
a formula φ holds in all extensions of T1 (cautious reasoning). As an example,
the method enables to conclude that for some extension L is a proper part of P
and for all extensions P partially overlaps A.
Now, let us add the information that there is a Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
(T ) located inside S and inside A and that the following rule has to be fulfilled:
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δ5 - if the tomb is located on the alley, then the pub area has to be discrete with
the alley, because the tomb is a place of worship and should be separated
from a place for having fun and parties.
Then, let T2 = hW1+ , W2− , D2 i, where W2− = W1− ∪ {¬T, T → A, T → S} and
D2 = D1 ∪ {δ4 }, where the new rule is as follows:
δ4 =

h{T → A}, ∅i : h∅, ∅i
.
h{¬(P ∧ A)}, ∅i

The process tree for T2 is presented in Fig. 6. There are 2 S&C leaves but they
correspond to one and the same extension. According to this extension L is a
proper part of P and P is discrete with A. The computed localization of P is
denoted by P ubs3 in Fig. 4. Similarly to the classic Default Logic, our approach
is non-monotonic in a sense that in general changing any element of a default
theory, results in an unpredictable change of extensions.

δ1
δ3
δ4
failed

δ2

δ4
S&C

δ3
δ4
failed

δ3

δ4
failed

δ1

δ4

δ2

δ3

δ1

δ4

δ4

δ4

S&C

failed

failed

failed

Fig. 6: A process tree for T2 .

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown a formal method for default reasoning about topological relations. The method is decidable and we have provided an effective reasoning
mechanism. Although our method is based on propositional logic, the provided
application example to GIS shows that the method is expressive enough to represent interesting spatial configurations and may be used to solve some practical
problems.
As a future work we consider determining method’s computational complexity. It is not hard to show that its lower bound is Σ2P -hard for brave and Π2P -hard
for cautious reasoning (e.g., by a reduction from QBF2,∃ similarly as in [8]). We
suppose that the problems are Σ2P -complete and Π2P -complete but we have not
proved the upper bound yet. We also consider increasing expressive power of
the method but with computational complexity remaining as low as possible. In
particular it is interesting how the approach may be extended in order to enable
reasoning about other aspects of space such as distance, shape or orientation.
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